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Trip Logistics – Getting There

• Fly
• Vegas
• Salt Lake City

• Drive – 12 hours from Arches to western LA suburbs

• Once on the ground, figure about 2 driving hours between parks



Trip Logistics – Where to Stay

• Zion, Bryce have lodges inside the parks

• Other than Canyonlands these parks all have low cost motels nearby



Trip Logistics – When to Go

• Winter –
• Snow can add some nice highlights
• Less crowded
• Bryce especially can be very cold

• Fall – leaves can add some nice highlights

• Summers are hot and crowded

• But whatever floats your boat



Planning Your Trip

• Maps

• Guidebooks

• Friends who’ve been there

• Internet



Zion

• The Subway (a long, brutal  hike)

• The Narrows (rent a dry suit!)

• A few “grand” landscapes

• Fall can be especially nice















Tech Tip #1 – Moving Water

• Tripod

• Variable neutral density filter, or fixed 5(?)x

• No hot spots!   Shoot in shade

• Try different speeds, depends on water speed and the “look” you want



Bryce

• One of the smallest national parks

• Almost all shots from amphitheater rim

• Sunrises are considered best, some say a life changing experience

• Best done on a clear morning









Tech Tip #2 – Perspective Distortion
• Be aware of it, and fix it
• At Bryce, lots of hoodoos falling over shots have been made 
• In Lightroom Develop – Lens Correction click “Enable Profile 

Corrections”, near bottom
• Then go into “Transform” panel right below this
• In PhotoShop CC click Edit – Perspective Warp
• Will usually 

• (a) require some patience to get it right, and 
• (b) some loss of real estate



Capitol Reef

• Least visited of these parks, including by me

• Definitely some nice images to be had, but most need a good sky

• In mid-late October there is a great aspen grove by the visitors center









Tech Tips #3 – When the Weather Gods Don’t 
Cooperate
• Nighttime

• Black and white

• Details





Canyonlands

• Less visited, no close by facilities

• Grand landscapes

• Best known for Mesa Arch







Tech Tip #4 -- Sun Stars

• Narrow aperture, F22

• Compose with sun partially behind something

• Remove filters

• Tripod



Tech Tip #5 -- HDR

• Best practices
• Tripod
• More images, go for 7
• Same number of stops apart
• One exposure w histogram pulled away from left and
• One exposure w histogram pulled away from right
• Mark first and last image in the sequence
• No moving plants

• In Lightroom
• Press Control key and highlight all the images in the sequence
• Right click and select PhotoMerge, then HDR



Arches

• Popular

• Along with Zion, the most logistically friendly

• Somewhat long drive from Moab

• Many photo ops (and hikes for your middle of day downtime)















Tech Tips #6 – Extreme Depth of Field and No 
Tripod
• F11- F16
• Focus behind the foreground
• Two-second timer
• Stabilization on
• Hold your breath
• Practice



Hope You Can Get to These Parks!
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